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Your front door makes an important statement. It’s the first thing people see, so you want it to be stylish and welcoming. But 
you also want it to be strong and secure because not all visitors are welcome ones.

A new door can be a big investment, so it’s important you make the right decision. By choosing us, you have the reassurance 
that our products have been manufactured and installed by a company that’s up-to-date with current legislation and backed by 
a guarantee. Our high quality products offer excellent thermal and acoustic insulation properties, high security and an original 
colour palette.

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT 
STARTS IN THE FACTORY

For us, awareness of our impact on the environment starts in the factory. We 
choose VEKA products because of their industry leading quality, but also because 
of the company’s environmental commitment. It takes its responsibilities very 
seriously and leads the way in minimising the environmental impact of PVC-U at 
every stage of a product’s life, including manufacture, fabrication, energy efficiency 
in the home and recycling. VEKA remains the world’s only PVC-U system supplier 
ever to invest in a purpose-built recycling plant. The plant can recycle an old 
window into a brand new window, rather than simply recycling into lower grade 
products such as drain pipes as is the industry standard.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

In today’s world, energy efficiency is essential. Energy efficient doors, windows and 
conservatories reduce heat loss, so your home feels warmer and less draughty. 
But more than that, you’re reducing your carbon footprint, helping to protect 
the planet for future generations. Our window, door and conservatory products 
provide a perfect balance between energy efficiency and comfortable living.

Research suggests that home energy use accounts for around 27% of the UK’s CO2  
emissions. A simple change, such as fitting energy efficient windows throughout 
the UK could save an estimated five million tonnes of CO2!

HIGH SECURITY LOCKING AND OPTIONAL 
STEEL REINFORCEMENT

All our doors come with high security locking as standard. The frames are internally
reinforced with galvanised steel, to provide additional strength and an extra 
safeguard against intruders.

You can also opt to add shootbolts to your doors if you want an additional layer 
of security. Shootbolts on our doors are from Yale, a well-known name to consumers 
up and down the country. Every Yale shootbolt is covered by the Yale Secure 
Scheme, which safeguards homeowners’ insurance excess should they be a victim 
to a break-in through the window.

INTRODUCTION





We manufacture Imagine PVCu bifold doors using high performance Veka systems. Veka is a world leader in the production of 
sustainable PVCu systems. Their high quality profiles have been used in installations across the globe. PVCu bifold doors are 
an increasingly popular choice in a wide variety of applications across the UK. Their innovative opening system is an excellent 
alternative to sliding patio or swing door options.

If you regularly carry out installations at high-end properties, PVCu bifold doors are an essential addition to your product range. 
We offer customers fully customisable PVCu bifold doors.

PVCu bifold doors are a stylish addition to any product portfolio. They allow your customers to create a seamless transition 
between their interior and exterior areas. Their innovative side stacking opening system neatly folds back to allow full access 
to and from a building. PVCu bifold doors can be installed in both residential and commercial situations to maximise space 
and minimise viewing obstructions.

PVCU BIFOLD DOORS



IMAGINE PVCU BIFOLD DOOR 
SYSTEM FEATURES

• Multi-facet door panels

• Two-pane to seven-pane configurations

• Available in over 30 foil colour options

• Inward or outward opening

• Concertina style opening

• Profile colour matches with VEKA products

BRING THE OUTSIDE IN

Imagine a garden party where you could relax in the comfort of your favourite armchair and still feel part of the fun. Imagine a 
gentle summer breeze carrying the scent of freshly cut grass into your home.

We pride ourselves on going beyond the simple definition of ‘indoors’ and ‘outdoors’, thinking our way past walls and windows 
to imagine a space that is the very best of both. Our Range of Imagine Bi-Fold Doors are designed to fully open up your room 
to the garden, creating an entirely new living space that is neither ‘in’ nor ‘out’, but that combines the best attributes of the two.

Blurring the lines between where a home ends and a garden begins, our Bi-Fold Doors create unique living spaces as versatile 
as they are beautiful. They are a stunning alternative to French or Patio Doors and can be installed so that the doors sit inside or 
outside the property when folded back – the choice is yours.

Of course, as well as being a beautiful way to bridge the gap between your home and garden, they can also be used to separate 
rooms within your home creating a truly unique and adaptable space.



VEKA PVCU PATIO DOOR SYSTEM

Welcome to the pinnacle of PVCu door technology – an uncompromising suite of folding, sliding doors that offers style, functionality, 
security and thermal performance in equal measure.

We dared to Imagine Doors done better. Why do French Doors need that obtrusive central pillar? Who says Bi-Folding Doors have to 
take up lots of space? Why can’t a Patio Door have a letterplate? We asked ourselves these questions and more, literally going back 
to the drawing board to deliver a truly pioneering family of new and upgraded designs

In-line sliding patio doors are an essential part of any installers portfolio. For installations where space is limited, they are an excellent 
solution. Available in White, Rosewood, Rosewood on White, Golden Oak, Golden Oak on White and a range of coloured foil options 
that can be incorporated into any property’s design. They are sleek and stylish and provide an easy opening function which is durable 
and user-friendly.

PVCU PATIO DOORS



PVCU PATIO DOOR SYSTEM FEATURES

The VEKA PVCu patio door system is compatible with all VEKA window systems. The sashes can either be bevelled or fully 
sculptured to match the property’s other glazing. VEKA patio doors can be installed in a range of sizes. They are available 
with two, three, or four panes, with any opening combination; including more than one opening sash. VEKA patio doors provide 
excellent levels of security protection. They can be glazed with 28mm toughened or laminated glazing and feature a multi-point 
hook lock. Anti-lift blocks are used to further enhance security and an optional anti-drill, anti-pick cylinder can be installed 
to optimise resistance to forced entry. Suitable as a rear home entrance, a conservatory door, or for a range of commercial 
applications, their versatility is an excellent selling point.

ELEGANCE

The Imagine Doors’ elegant and understated looks belie a wealth of technical innovations, hidden beneath the surface. The 
Imagine Bi-Fold Door and French Door were designed in partnership with leading hardware manufacturer, ERA, using bespoke 
components to achieve the recognised PAS 24 and Secured By Design security accreditations from the day of their launch.

This commitment to future-proofing our products makes Imagine the suite of doors for discerning homeowners who want 
enduring safety, warmth and style for their home.



RESIDENTIAL DOORS

The VEKA versatile PVCu system, perfect for manufacturing both single and double residential doors. It is easy to fabricate and 
allows design versatility while meeting increasingly stringent industry requirements. It is recognised across the fenestration industry 
for its easy installation capacity and has a large selection of compatible components, enabling multiple configurations. Multiple 
glazing options are available, from half glazed and fully glazed doors to solid PVCu panels and small sections of glazing. For trade 
customers, residential doors are a cost-effective and high performing entrance door solution. They are an essential addition to any 
installer’s product portfolio.

RESIDENTIAL AND FRENCH DOORS

We manufacture French doors and single residential doors using high quality VEKA PVCu systems. We provide a made to measure 
service which allows you to offer your customers a bespoke entrance door solution. Single residential doors are one of the most 
regularly replaced glazing products in the UK. Every installer should be able to offer their customers a selection of secure and high 
performing entrance door solutions. When you need to accommodate a larger opening, our double doors provide the same.

RESIDENTIAL DOORS



VERSATILITY

PVCu doors offer a modern alternative which perfectly match windows throughout a home. With a vast array of colours to select 
from, you can also choose a different colour inside and outside. Tried, tested and trusted throughout the UK. The versatile and 
popular door are perfect for domestic, new build and renovation projects. It is also renowned for delivering trouble-free installation, 
making it the perfect addition to your portfolio.



COMPOSITE DOOR 
SYSTEM FEATURES

• High quality Yale hardware

• Durable GRP skin

• U-values as low as 1.2 W/m²k

• Realistic wood grain effect finish

• ‘A’ rated for energy efficiency

• 24 styles

• Over 3,000 glazing options

Composite doors are now the most specified door in the UK. They are popular for both residential replacements and 
new-build installations. Composite doors are completely customisable and provide some of the highest levels of 
performance available today.

They are great for traditional and contemporary properties alike. Their stylish and durable finish features a realistic 
wood grain effect which provides excellent weather protection.

COMPOSITE DOORS



COMPOSITE DOOR SYSTEM

Our trade customers can benefit from a wealth of product knowledge and industry expertise and add value 
and prestige to their product portfolio. We offer all our trade customers a choice of 24 different styles for their 
composite doors. With thirteen exterior colours and 9 door frame colours to choose from and over 3,000 glazing 
options, you can offer your customers a broad choice with the perfect combination of style and colour for any 
type of property. 

We supply our composite doors fully framed. This makes installation even easier and you’re always guaranteed a 
perfect fit. When you want to boost your business and offer your customers the best in entrance door technology, 
choose a composite doors from us.




